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 Dragon Hoops
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 The Breakaways

 Spinning
 Roller Girl

 Fantasy Sports (series)
 A Map to the Sun *purchase

 Cheer Up: Love and Pom Poms *purchase
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 Kick (Johnson) *purchase

 Tiny Dancer
 Satchel Paige: Striking Out Jim Crowe

 Swim Team by Johnnie Christmas

Bree can't wait for her first day at her new middle school, Enith Brigitha, home to the Mighty

Manatees--until she's stuck with the only elective that fits her schedule, the dreaded Swim 101.

The thought of swimming makes Bree more than a little queasy, yet she's forced to dive

headfirst into one of her greatest fears. Lucky for her, Etta, an elderly occupant of her

apartment building and former swim team captain, is willing to help.

 

 Dragon Hoops by Gene Luen Yang

Gene understands stories - comic book stories, in particular. Big action. Bigger thrills. And the

hero always wins. But Gene doesn't get sports. As a kid, his friends called him "Stick" and

every basketball game he played ended in pain. He lost interest in basketball long ago, but at

the high school where he now teaches, it's all anyone can talk about. The men's varsity team,

the Dragons, is having a phenomenal season that's been decades in the making. Each victory

brings them closer to their ultimate goal: the California State Championships. Once Gene gets

to know these young all-stars, he realizes that their story is just as thrilling as anything he's

seen on a comic book page. He knows he has to follow this epic to its end. What he doesn't

know yet is that this season is not only going to change the Dragons’ lives, but his own life as

well.

 

 The Crossover by Kwame Alexander

The graphic novel adaptation of the Newbury Medal winner. Thirteen-year-old twin basketball

stars Josh and Jordan wrestle with highs and lows on and off the court as their father ignores

his declining health.

 

 Check Please! Book 1: Hockey by Ngozi Ukazu (series)
Eric Bittle may be a former junior figure skating champion, vlogger extraordinaire, and very

talented amateur pâtissier, but being a freshman on the Samwell University hockey team is a

whole new challenge. It is nothing like co-ed club hockey back in Georgia! First of all? There's

checking (anything that hinders the player with possession of the puck, ranging from a stick

check all the way to a physical sweep). And then, there is Jack--his very attractive but moody

captain.

 

 The Breakaways by Cathy Johnson

When a popular student encourages her to join the soccer team, Faith signs up even though

she has never played the game and learns about loyalty and friendship.

 

Fantasy Sports by Sam Bosma (series)
A young explorer and her musclebound friend go treasure hunting in a mummy's tomb - but if

they want to get rich, they're going to have to beat the mummy in a game of hoops!
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Spinning by Tillie Walden

For ten years, figure skating was Tillie Walden's life. She was good. She won. And she hated it.  

But as she switched schools, got into art, and fell in love with her first girlfriend, she began to

question how the close-minded world of figure skating fit in with the rest of her life, and

whether all the work was worth it given the reality: that she, and her friends on the team, were

nowhere close to Olympic hopefuls. The more Tillie thought about it, the more Tillie realized

she'd outgrown her passion--and she finally needed to find her own voice.

 

 Roller Girl by Victoria Jamieson

 A graphic novel adventure about a girl who discovers roller derby right as she and her best

friend are growing apart

 

 A Map to the Sun by Sloane Leong

A gripping novel about five principle players in a struggling girls' basketball team. During their

first season, this diverse and endearing group of teens are challenged in ways that make them

reevaluate just who and how they trust. Sloane Leong's evocative storytelling about the lives of

these young women is an ode to the dynamic nature of friendship.

 

 Fence by C.S. Pacat (series)
Nicholas, the illegitimate son of a retired fencing champion, is a scrappy fencing wunderkind,

and dreams of getting the chance and the training to actually compete. After getting accepted

to the prodigious Kings Row private school, Nicholas is thrust into a cut-throat world, and finds

himself facing not only his golden-boy half-brother, but the unbeatable, mysterious Seiji

Katayama... Through clashes, rivalries, and romance between teammates, Nicholas and the

boys of Kings Row will discover there's much more to fencing than just foils and lunges.

 

 Tiny Dancer by Siena Cherson Siegal

Siena Cherson Siegel dreamed of being a ballerina. Her love of movement and dedication to

the craft earned her a spot at the School of American Ballet. Siena has worked hard her whole

life to be a professional ballet dancer, then makes the difficult decision to quit dancing and

tries to figure out what comes next. But what do you do when you have spent your entire life

working toward a goal, having that shape your identity, and then decide it's time to move on?

How do you figure out what to do with your life? And how do you figure out who you are?

 

 Satchel Paige: Striking Out Jim Crowe by James Sturm

Satchel Paige began his baseball career in the Negro Leagues in Alabama in the 1920s. For

years, Jim Crow laws, which segregated blacks and whites, kept him out of the major leagues.

But they couldn't stop him from becoming a world-class athlete. This is a fictionalized account

of a real-life sports hero.

 


